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Abstract

A set of numerical analyses for momentum and heat transfer for a 3 in. (0.075 m) diameter Liquid Encapsulant

Czochralski (LEC) growth of single-crystal GaAs with or without an axial magnetic field was carried out using the

finite-element method. The analyses assume a pseudosteady axisymmetric state with laminar flows. Convective and

conductive heat transfers, radiative heat transfer between diffuse surfaces and the Navier–Stokes equations for both

melt and encapsulant and electric current stream function equations for melt and crystal are considered together and

solved simultaneously. The effect of the thickness of encapsulant, the imposed magnetic field strength as well as the

rotation rate of crystal and crucible on the flow and heat transfer were investigated. � 2002 Published by Elsevier

Science Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Semiconductor Gallium arsenide is usually grown in

Liquid Encapsulated Czochralski (LEC) puller, in which

a cylindrical crystal is pulled from the surface of melt. In

order to grow high quality GaAs crystal, an adequate

thermal circumstance is very important, which is related

to furnace structure and the operating conditions, such

as the thickness of encapsultant, the crystal and crucible

rotations, as well as the imposed magnetic field. In a

typical LEC furnace, the fluid flow, heat and mass

transfer are quite complex, i.e. highly nonlinear and

strongly coupled with each other. For example, a gas

guide (heat shield) changes the path of the gas flow near

the melt/gas interface, affects the evaporation rate of

oxygen, reduces the radiative heat loss and in turn the

heater power, temperature distributions and melt flow

are also modified [1].

To understand the characteristics of the momentum

and heat transfer in an LEC growth of GaAs, some

numerical simulations have been performed by neglect-

ing the melt flow [2–5]. Dupret and his coworkers [2,3]

predicted the thermal field and the location of the melt/

crystal interface by a conduction-dominated model, to

show the dependence of some important output pa-

rameters such as the deflection of the interface, the

maximum value of Mises invariant and the power input

upon the degree of opacity of the oxide layer, i.e. the

radiative properties of the encapsulant. Thomas et al. [4]

extended the dynamic thermal-capillary model to simu-

late a low-pressure LEC system for the growth of GaAs,

and the predicted crystal shape is in semiquantitative

agreement with the experiment. The influence of the

Argon gas pressure on the heater power, convex cur-

vature of the growth interface and the maximum ther-

mal stress was studied by both laminar and turbulence

models for the gas flow [5]. Actually, the melt flow

influences the crystal quality, the crystal and crucible
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rotations, as well as the thickness of the encapsulant, are

well known to have an impact on the melt flow and melt/

crystal interface shape [6–9]. Numerical simulation of

the flow and heat transfer in the melt and encapsulant

and heat transfer in the crystal for LEC growth of GaAs

with a steady, uniform, axial magnetic field has been

done by Sabhapathy and Salcubean [10] for a 0.15 m (6

in.) diameter crucible, 0.075 m diameter crystal, 0.05 m

height melt and 0.02 m thick encapsulant, with constant

crucible sidewall temperature imposed, the melt/crystal

interface and melt/encapsulant interface being assumed

to be flat and undeformable. Their numerical results

showed that the flow in the bulk of the melt is sup-

pressed by the magnetic field, however the convection

near the crucible side wall is significant even for a large

magnetic field of 0.75 T. Two immiscible horizontal

liquid layers: B2O3 (encapsulant) and GaAs (melt) are

also chosen to study numerically the flow characteristics

of thermocapillary convection, in which the buoy-

ancy convection is not taken into account [11]. Mean-

while, Jing and his coworkers [12] investigated the

thermocapillary and buoyancy flow in co-axial liquid

bridges with interfacial deformation owing to the prac-

tical application of the LEFZ method for the growth of

GaAs.

In the present paper, a set of numerical simulations

on momentum and heat transfer for a 0.075 m diameter

LEC growth of single-crystal GaAs was performed. The

effect of the thickness of encapsulant, the imposed axial

magnetic field and the rotation rate of crystal and cru-

cible on the flow and temperature field and interface

shape were discussed in detail.

2. Model formulation

2.1. Physical model and basic assumptions

Schematic diagram adopted in the present analyses is

shown in Fig. 1, in which the GaAs melt/encapsulant

interface shape is calculated by solving the Young–

Laplace equation. The following assumptions were in-

troduced:

1. The system is in a pseudosteady state and is axisym-

metric.

2. The flow is laminar and both the GaAs melt and the

boron oxide encapsulant are incompressible.

3. Thermophysical properties of the melt are assumed to

be constant except for the temperature dependencies

of surface tension and the dynamic viscosity of boron

oxide, l.
4. No subcooling occurs at the melt/crystal interface

and the interface shape coincides with the melting

temperature isotherm.

5. The magnetic Reynolds number is so small that the

effect of the induced magnetic field on the applied

field can be neglected.

2.2. Mathematical model

2.2.1. Governing equations

With the above assumptions, the governing equa-

tions for flow and temperature field are given as follows.

In the melt and encapsulant:

r � vi ¼ 0; ð1Þ

qivi � rvi ¼ �rpi �r � si þ qigb Tið � TmÞez þ ðJ � BÞ;
ð2Þ

qicpivi � rTi ¼ kir � rTi: ð3Þ

In the crystal:

qscpsVsez � rTs ¼ ksr � ðrTsÞ: ð4Þ

In the other solid materials:

r � ðrTjÞ ¼ 0: ð5Þ

Here T, v, p, and s are the temperature, velocity vector,
pressure and stress tensor, respectively. Tm is the melting
temperature, q the density, k is the thermal conductivity,
b the thermal expansion coefficient, g is the gravitational

Fig. 1. Schematic model for crucible, crucible support, melt,

encapsulant and crystal as used to model an LEC system.
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acceleration constant, cp is the heat capacity, Vs is the
crystal pulling rate; subscripts i, s, and j indicate GaAs

melt (i ¼ l), B2O3 encapsulant (i ¼ e), crystal and other
materials, respectively. Vector ez is a unit vector parallel

to the z axis. Product (J � B) represents the Lorentz
force due to the imposed magnetic field, in which J is the

electric current density and B is the strength of magnetic

field. The electric current density, J, is calculated by

introducing the electric current stream function wj which

is determined as

o
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n
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r

owj
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where wj is the electric current stream function defined by

Jz ¼ � n‘B0
r

owj

or
; ð7Þ

Jr ¼ � n‘B0
r

owj

oz
; ð8Þ

where n is the electrical conductivity and B0 is the
magnetic field strength. The above equations are valid

both in the melt (n ¼ n‘) and in the crystal (n ¼ ns).

2.2.2. Boundary conditions for the temperature field

At the melt/encapsulant interface:

�k‘n � rT‘ ¼ �ken � rTe þ qrad;‘: ð9aÞ

At the encapsulant free surface:

�ken � rTe ¼ qrad;e: ð9bÞ

At the melt/crystal interface:

k‘n � rT‘ � ksn � rTs ¼ qsVsDHsn � ez; ð9cÞ

T‘ ¼ Ts ¼ Tm: ð9dÞ

At the encapsulated crystal side:

�ksn � rTs ¼ �ken � rTe þ qrad;s: ð9eÞ

At the encapsulated crucible side:

�kjn � rTj ¼ �ken � rTe þ qrad;j: ð9fÞ

At the exposed crystal side and top:

�ksn � rTs ¼ qrad;s: ð9gÞ

At the other exposed surfaces:

�kjn � rTj ¼ qrad;j: ð9hÞ

In these equations, qrad;i is the net radiative heat flux
per unit area on the surfaces, and is given by

qrad;i ¼ eirB T 4i

"
�

X
j

AjejT 4j Gji

 !,
Ai

,
ei

#
; ð10Þ

where Gji is Gebhart’s absorption factor, which is the

fraction of emission from surface Aj to Ai and absorbed,

Gji as well as the view factors between each surface el-

ement in the furnace are calculated using our code and

DHs is the latent heat of fusion, n is the unit normal
vector of the interface element and � is the emissivity.

2.2.3. Boundary conditions for the flow field and electric

current stream function

At the side wall and the bottom of the crucible:

u‘ ¼ v‘ ¼ 0; w‘ ¼ rxc; wj ¼ 0: ð11a–dÞ

At the encapsulated side wall of the crucible:

ue ¼ ve ¼ 0; we ¼ rxc: ð11e–gÞ

At the melt/encapsulant interface:

n � v‘ ¼ 0; n � ve ¼ 0; wj ¼ 0; ð11h–jÞ

s‘ : nt � se : nt ¼ cTrT‘ � t; ð11kÞ

t � v‘ � t � ve ¼ 0; ð11lÞ

s‘ : neh � se : neh ¼ cTrT‘ � eh; ð11mÞ

eh � v‘ � eh � ve ¼ 0: ð11nÞ

At the encapsulant surface:

n � ve ¼ 0; ð11oÞ

se : nt ¼ cTrTe � t; ð11pÞ

se : neh ¼ cTrTe � eh: ð11qÞ

At the melt/crystal interface:

u‘ ¼ v‘ ¼ 0; w‘ ¼ rxs: ð11r–tÞ

At the encapsulated surface of crystal:

ue ¼ ve ¼ 0; we ¼ rxs; wj ¼ 0: ð11u–xÞ

At the other crystal surface:

wj ¼ 0: ð11yÞ

At the axis:

wj ¼ 0: ð11zÞ

Here u, v, and w are the radial, axial and the azimuthal

componentsof velocity,xs andxc are the angular rotation
rates of the crystal and crucible, respectively. Symbols t

and eh are the unit tangential and azimuthal vectors of

each interface element, respectively. The melt/crystal in-

terface shape is determined so that Eq. (9d) is satisfied, i.e.

the interface coincides with the melting-point isotherm.

2.3. Numerical procedure

We define the characteristic scales of the system by Tm
and m‘=rc for temperature and velocity, ðp � p0 þ q‘gzÞ
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for pressure. Then, the system is characterized by the

Grashof number Gr‘ ¼ r3cb‘Tmg=m
2
‘ and Gre ¼ r3cbeTmg=

m2‘ , Reynolds number Res ¼ 2pr2sxs=m‘ and Rec ¼ 2pr2c �
xc=m‘, Marangoni numberMa1 ¼ c1rcTm=l‘m‘ andMa2 ¼
c2rcTm=l‘m‘, Peclet number Pe ¼ qscpsVsrc= k‘Þ, Prandtl
number Pr‘ ¼ l‘cp‘=k‘ and Pre ¼ lecpe=ke. These di-
mensionless numbers are listed in Table 1. By applying

the Galerkin finite-element method, this system gives a

set of algebraic equations.

In the present work, the diameter and length of the

crystal and the heater temperature were given. The

crystal pull rate was determined as one of the unknown

variables, together with velocities, pressures, tempera-

tures, electric current stream function and the melt/

crystal interface coordinates, by simultaneously solving

the set of nonlinear algebraic equations using the New-

ton–Raphson method. The radiative heat exchange in

the semitransparent boric oxide layer is calculated by

using the band-energy method [3]. The total number of

elements, nodal points and unknowns is 9127, 9343 and

40 829, respectively. The sizes of the minimum elements

in the melt are Drmin ¼ 0:1774 mm, Dzmin ¼ 0:68 mm.
Typical conditions are listed in Table 1, together with

the thermophysical properties used in this work.

3. Results

To make the comparison valid, the pull rate is rigor-

ously maintained at around 5 mm/s for all the results by

adjusting the heater temperature properly. The maxi-

mum relative error of the pulling rate is less than 1%.

3.1. Encapsulant thickness

(1)Marangoni-driven flow. Without the magnetic field

and crystal and crucible rotations, the effect of the

thickness of encapsulant, he, on the flow and heat trans-
fer in the case of pure Marangoni-driven flow (hereaf-

ter we denote it asMa-driven flow) is shown in Figs. 2–4.

The flow is characterized by a single cell flow in both

melt and encapsulant. The change of the thickness

does not change the flow pattern (see Fig. 2), but

changes the maximum velocity Vmax and the average ve-
locity Vav in the melt (see Fig. 3), here Vav is defined as
follows:

Vav ¼
X ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

u2i þ v2i

q� �
N ; ð13Þ

where N represents the total number of nodes in the

melt. In this case the flow is very weak so that the heat

transfer in the melt is controlled by thermal conduction.

With increasing he, the total heat input from the crucible
side wall, Qc, decreases from 1513 to 1423 W, and the

Table 1

Physical properties and processing parameters

Melt

Freezing temperature, Tm 1511 K

Density, q‘ 5:72� 103 kg=m3
Dynamic viscosity, l‘ 2:79� 10�3 kg=m s
Thermal conductivity, k‘ 1:78� 101 W/m K
Specific heat, Cp‘ 4:34� 102 J/kg K
Thermal expansion coefficient, b‘ 1:87� 10�4 1/K
Latent heat, DHm 6:685� 102 kJ/kg
Emissivity, e 0.3

Electrical conductivity, n‘ 8:0� 105 S/m
Surface tension (under B2O3)

temperature coefficient, c1

�1:2� 10�3 N/m K
[12]

Prandtl number, Pr 0.068

Crystal

Density, qs 5:2� 103 kg=m3
Thermal conductivity, ks 7.0 W/m K

Specific heat, Cps 4:24� 102 J/kg K
Emissivity, e 0.55

Electrical conductivity, ns 3:0� 104 S/m

Boron oxide

Density, qe 1:648� 103 kg=m3
Dynamic viscosity, le 10�1:862þ3650=T kg/m s

Thermal conductivity, ke 2.0 W/m K

Specific heat, Cpe 1:83� 103 J/kg K
Thermal expansion coefficient, be 9:0� 10�5 1/K
Emissivity, e 0.65

Surface tension temperature

coefficient, c2

3:57� 10�5 N/m K
[13]

Prandtl number, Pr 3568.5

Graphite crucible

Thermal conductivity, k 4:2� 101 W/m K
Emissivity, e 0.9

Quartz crucible

Thermal conductivity, k 2.98 W/m K

Emissivity, e 0.5

Other parameters

Contact angle between melt and

crystal, hc

15�

Rotation rates of crystal, xs 2–20 rpm

Rotation rates of crucible, xs 12–20 rpm

Axial magnetic field, B 0.0–0.35 T

Ambient temperature, Ta 1254.0 K

Grashof number, Gr‘ 4:915� 109
Grashof number, Gre 2:366� 109
Reynolds number, Res 1:812� 104 � xs
Reynolds number, Rec 7:246� 104 � xc
Marangoni number, Ma1 9:993� 107
Marangoni number, Ma2 2:973� 106
Peclet number, Pe 0.01278

Geometry

Crystal radius, rs 0.0375 m

Crucible inner radius, rc 0.075 m

Melt height, h‘ 0.035 m

Encapsulant thickness, he 0.004–0.02 m

Crystal height, hs 0.15 m
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total heat flow from the melt/crystal interface, Qs, de-
creases from 135.6 to 119.7 W, as shown in Fig. 3. As a

consequence, the concave interface converts into con-

vex except for the part near the periphery as shown in

Fig. 4.

(2) Marangoni-driven flow+buoyancy-driven flow. In

the case of Marangoni-driven flow combined with

buoyancy-driven flow (hereafter we denote it as Maþ B-
driven flow), the flow in the melt is much stronger

thereby. The hot fluid is easy to be carried to the internal

region so that the interfacial deflection gets very re-

markable. The enhanced convective heat transfer dis-

torts the isotherm (see Figs. 5 and 6). Compared with the

case of Ma-driven flow, Qc is smaller (Qc is in the range
1373–1409 W) and Qs is larger (Qs in the range 150–155
W) as indicated in Fig. 6. The effect of the encapsulant

thickness, he, on the interface shape is obvious but not
monotonous as shown in Fig. 7. The maximum deflec-

tion of the interface of 4.345 mm occurs he ¼ 2:0 cm,
which is 3.6 times larger than that in the case of Ma-

driven flow.

3.2. Magnetic field strength

The effect of the magnetic field strength on the flow

and heat transfer for a fixed thickness of encapsulant

(he ¼ 1:6 cm), crystal rotation rate (xs ¼ 6 rpm) and
crucible rotation rate (xs ¼ 16 rpm) in the case of
Maþ B-driven flow is shown in Figs. 8–10. The Ekman
layer induced by crucible rotation is observed at the

Fig. 2. Isotherms and contours of stream function (Ma-driven flow, Ha ¼ 0, xs ¼ xc ¼ 0 rpm): (a) he ¼ 0:4 cm; (b) he ¼ 2:0 cm.

Fig. 4. Interfacial deflection under different he (Ma-driven flow,

Ha ¼ 0, xs ¼ xc ¼ 0 rpm).

Fig. 3. Maximum velocity Vmax, average velocity Vav, total heat
input Qc and total heat flow Qs versus the encapsulant thickness
he (Ma-driven flow, Ha ¼ 0, xs ¼ xc ¼ 0 rpm).
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bottom of the crucible and the flow in the melt is re-

duced effectively with the introduction of an axial mag-

netic field. When increasing the dimensionless Hartmann

number from 120 to 180, the maximum velocity Vmax and
the average velocity Vav in the melt decrease by 38%
and 46.8%, respectively, i.e. from Vmax ¼ 1:355 cm/s and
Vav ¼ 0:451 cm/s at Ha ¼ 120 to Vmax ¼ 0:84 cm/s and
Vav ¼ 0:24 cm/s at Ha ¼ 180, respectively, as indicated in
Fig. 9; meanwhile Qc increases from 1351 to 1363 W and

Qs decreases from 150.1 to 137.7 W, respectively. The

magnetic field has a non-negligible influence on the M-
type interface. The deflection of the interface increases

significantly with the increasing magnetic field strength

(see Fig. 10).

3.3. Crystal and crucible rotations

Crystal rotation has a remarkable effect on the flow

pattern and heat transfer. A new cell appears beneath

the melt/crystal interface nearby the periphery and it will

get larger with increasing rotation rate of crystal. Par-

ticularly, one can see from Fig. 11 that the slender me-

ridional flow cell filling the bulk breaks into two cells for

a crystal rotation of xs ¼ 20 rpm. The change of the
maximum velocity Vmax and the average velocity Vav in
the melt with crystal rotation rate xs is depicted in Fig.
12. An increase of 38% for Vmax and 17.4% for Vav is
observed when changing the rotation rate of crystal xs
from 2 to 20 rpm. Due to the more effective heat transfer

resulting from the forced convective cell driven by

Fig. 6. Maximum velocity Vmax, average velocity Vav, total heat
input Qc and total heat flow Qs versus the encapsulant thickness
he (Maþ B-driven flow, Ha ¼ 0, xs ¼ xc ¼ 0 rpm).

Fig. 7. Interfacial deflection under different thicknesses of the

encapsulant (Maþ B-driven flow, Ha ¼ 0, xs ¼ xc ¼ 0 rpm).

Fig. 5. Isotherms and contours of stream function (Maþ B-driven flow, Ha ¼ 0, xs ¼ xc ¼ 0 rpm): (a) he ¼ 0:4 cm; (b) he ¼ 2:0 cm.
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crystal rotation, the total heat input Qc and total heat
flux from melt/crystal interface Qs get large (see Fig. 12).
Consequently the interface of M-type trends to concave,
and thus, to carry away more heat from the melt/crystal

interface (see Fig. 13).

On the contrary, the effect of the crucible rotation on

the flow and heat transfer is not so obvious, as shown in

Fig. 14. As indicated in reference [14], in the case of

adopting axial magnetic field, crystal rotation appears to

be the more important parameter.

4. Conclusions

A global simulation code was applied to numerically

study the characteristics of flow and heat transfer in the

LEC growth of CaAs with and without an axial mag-

netic field. The results indicate that:

1. Compared with Marangoni combined buoyancy-

driven flow, the pure Marangoni-driven flow is so

weak that the heat transfer is thermal conduction-

dominated.

2. By increasing the thickness of encapsulant, the crys-

tal, which is initially concave at the interface, becomes

convex except for the part near the periphery in the

case of pure Marangoni-driven flow. The thickness

of encapsulant has a more remarkable influence on the

interface shape in the case of Marangoni combined

Fig. 8. Isotherms and contours of stream function (Maþ B-driven flow, Ha ¼ 120, xs ¼ 6 rpm and xc ¼ 16 rpm): (a) he ¼ 1:6 cm,
Ha ¼ 120; (b) he ¼ 2:0 cm, Ha ¼ 180.

Fig. 10. Interfacial deflection under different Hartmann num-

bers (Maþ B-driven flow, he ¼ 1:6, xs ¼ 6 rpm, xc ¼ 16 rpm).

Fig. 9. Maximum velocity Vmax, average velocity Vav, total heat
input Qc and total heat flow Qs versus Hartmann number Ha
(Maþ B-driven flow, he ¼ 1:6 cm, xs ¼ 6 rpm, xc ¼ 16 rpm).
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with buoyancy driven flow. The maximum interfacial

deflection can reach 4.345 mm.

3. By imposing an axial magnetic field, the convection

in the melt is reduced effectively. With increasing

magnetic field strength, the interfacial deflection in-

creases significantly.

4. The rotation of the crystal has a remarkable effect on

the flow and heat transfer, multi-cell flow pattern

may appear in the melt. With increasing crystal rota-

tion rate the M-type interface trends to concave as
a whole. On the contrary, the effect of the crucible

rotation on the flow and the heat transfer is not so

obvious.

Fig. 11. Isotherms and contours of stream function (Maþ B-driven flow, he ¼ 1:6 cm, Ha ¼ 150, xc ¼ 16 rpm): (a) he ¼ 1:6 cm,
xs ¼ 2 rpm; (b) he ¼ 2:0 cm, xs ¼ 20 rpm.

Fig. 14. Interfacial deflection under different crucible rotation

rates xc (Maþ B-driven flow with he ¼ 1:6 cm, Ha ¼ 150,
xs ¼ 6 rpm).

Fig. 13. Interfacial deflection under different crystal rotation

ratesxs (MaþB-driven flow, he¼1:6 cm, Ha¼150, xc¼16 rpm).

Fig. 12. Maximum velocity Vmax, average velocity Vav, total heat
input Qc and total heat flow Qs versus crystal rotation rate xs
(Maþ B-driven flow with he ¼ 1:6 cm, Ha ¼ 150, xc ¼ 16 rpm).
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5. The total heat input from the crucible and total heat

flux from the melt/crystal interface depend on the

thickness of the encapsulant, magnetic field strength

and crystal rotation rate.
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